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NEW CORE DATA FY21 DELIVERABLE

Kbc:  Upper Cretaceous Black Creek Group: Five facies were defined in the Little Contentnea Creek 
Watershed.  These are shown on the cross sections.

K5—mSb--Burrowed muddy sand.  Dark greenish gray to black, lignitic, glauconitic, phosphatic, 
very fine to fine muddy quartzose sand with fragile shell gravel.

K4—S lam-lig--Laminated lignitic sand.  Olive green, very fine to fine, well-sorted, graded glauconitic 
and lignitic sand with local lignite layers.

K3—sMb--Burrowed sandy mud.  Dark greenish black, very fine sandy mud; hard, clayey, very 
glauconitic.

K2—gS gr-lig--Graded lignitic gravelly sand.  Tan to dark brown, medium to very coarse sand with 
lignite gravel. 

K1—S/M lig:  Lignitic sand and mud.  Dark brown to black lignite, graded lignitic sands, and black, 
organic-rich mud.

K1

K2

K3

K4

K5

Kbc

K—mS :  Muddy sand.  Dark brown to black  muddy sand.

Upper Cretaceous Deposits

Pliocene and Early Pleistocene marine fossiliferous facies occur as three depositional sequences that may correlate with 
Yorktown, Chowan River and James City Formations.  These commonly contain similar facies.  This is work in progress with 
respect to dating and correlating these enigmatic deposits. These facies units were identified:

Ty6 --sM l:  Lenticularly bedded sandy mud.  Dark gray to bluish gray, sandy mud.  Typically burrowed, 
laminated or lenticularly bedded.  Commonly with black sand seams (phosphatic-glauconitic-quartzose) that 
represent shell bed dissolution fabric.

Ty5 –bio msG--Bioclastic muddy, sandy gravel.  Bluish-gray to white, clast-supported, bioclastic shell-hash 
gravel mixed with siliciclastic sand and mud matrix; unit includes cemented zones, dissolution fabric, and 
concentrated phosphate and glauconite. (bio sG x, bio msG gr,  sM df, S df).  May occur only as “black sand” (S 
df) if shells are dissolved.
 
Ty4 – M l/bio G—Lenticularly bedded mud with bioclastic gravel.  Bluish-gray, lenticularly bedded mud and 
thin (<20 cm) beds of graded shell hash gravel.

Ty3—bio-mxd msG:  Bioclastic to mixed muddy sandy gravel.  Bluish gray to white, clast support shell hash 
gravel, mixed with sand and mud as matrix.  Bioclastic (>70% bioclasts) to mixed (30-70% bioclasts) in 
composition; with cemented zones, dissolution fabric, and concentrated phosphate and glauconite (sG x, msG 
gr,  sM df, cem).

Ty2-- Yorktown Formation (Pliocene).  Bluish to olive gray, siliciclastic (<30% bioclasts) to mixed (30-70% 
bioclasts) fine to coarse quartzose sand mixed with bioclastic shell hash gravel.  Locally muddy; with phosphate 
and glauconite.   Includes dissolution fabrics (sG gr-b, mgS gr-b,, mgS df).  Underlies Ty3.

Ty1—gS lig—Lignitic gravelly sand.  Problematic unit that is valley-fill that antedates marine Yorktown.  Tan 
to white to gray, graded gravelly sand with lignite clasts (gS gr, L).  Sand fraction is quartzose; gravel fraction 
includes quartz pebbles and lignitic debris.  Could be Cretaceous.  Same stratigraphic position as Ty2.

Ty1

Ty2

Ty3

Ty4

Ty5

Ty6

Map Units

Depositional
  Sequence 1

Depositional
  Sequence 2

Depositional
  Sequence 3

TyS1

TyS2

 TyS3

Pliocene to Early Pleistocene Marine Sequences

QTml
QTml—Marine lags (Early Pleistocene): Undifferentiated lag facies that includes marine shell gravels, gravel lags, intraclasts, dissolution fabric, 
cemented zones, concentrated phosphate, mixed gravel, mud and sand grain populations, chaotic bedding, matrix-supported to clast-supported 
gravels.  Marker bed for correlation purposes.  In cross sections near the Lizzie site, this unit correlates with the Ty5 facies and is highly fossiliferous.  
Further to west, especially  near the Surry Scarp, fossil fragments are excluded either because of a sedimentary facies change or dissolution. 

Qlz4—mS biot--Bioturbated muddy sand.  Gray to orange mottled very fine to fine quartzose sand, 
with burrows, possible root traces and remnant tidal bedding.

Qlz3—sM biot--Bioturbated sandy mud.  Gray to orange mottled, hard, sandy quartzose mud, with
 burrows, possible root traces and remnant tidal bedding.

Qlz2---sM  l-- Lenticularly bedded mud.  Gray, to white or yellow, well-stratified mud with discrete sand and silt layers. Includes 
intervals that are lenticularly bedded, laminated and burrowed . (sM l, sM lam, sM b). Sands are quartzose with rare glauconite and 
phosphate. 

Qlz1—gS f--Flaser-bedded gravelly sand.  Well-stratified sand and gravel that is tidally-bedded.  Gravel fraction includes abundant 
mud intraclasts and minor quartz pebbles.  Sand fraction is quartzose with rare phosphate and glauconite.  Tidal bedding ranges from 
flaser to wavy bedded.  

Qlz--Lizzie Formation (Early Pleistocene):  Tidally-bedded sands, muds, and intraclastic gravel that form the 
surficial map unit of the 24-27 m upland flat (pocosin area).  Facies units on cross sections include:

Qlz1

Qlz2

Qlz3

Qlz4

Qlz

Early Pleistocene Upland Formations with Tidally Bedded Facies

Qlz4—mS biot--Bioturbated muddy sand.  Gray to orange mottled very fine to fine quartzose sand, 
with burrows, possible root traces and remnant tidal bedding.

Qlz3—sM biot--Bioturbated sandy mud.  Gray to orange mottled, hard, sandy quartzose mud, with
 burrows, possible root traces and remnant tidal bedding.

Qlz2---sM  l-- Lenticularly bedded mud.  Gray, to white or yellow, well-stratified mud with discrete sand and silt layers. Includes 
intervals that are lenticularly bedded, laminated and burrowed . (sM l, sM lam, sM b). Sands are quartzose with rare glauconite and 
phosphate. 

Qlz1—gS f--Flaser-bedded gravelly sand.  Well-stratified sand and gravel that is tidally-bedded.  Gravel fraction includes abundant 
mud intraclasts and minor quartz pebbles.  Sand fraction is quartzose with rare phosphate and glauconite.  Tidal bedding ranges from 
flaser to wavy bedded.  

Qlz--Windsor Formation (Early Pleistocene):  Tidally-bedded sands, muds, and intraclastic gravel that forms 
the surficial map unit of the 27 - 30 m upland flat, east of the Surry Scarp.  Facies units on cross sections 

Qw1

Qw2

Qw3

Qw4

Qw

Qm4—mS biot--Bioturbated muddy sand.  Gray to orange mottled very fine to fine quartzose sand, 
with burrows, possible root traces and remnant tidal bedding.

Qm--Moorings Unit (Early Pleistocene):  Tidally-bedded sands, muds, and intraclastic gravel that are 
components of shoreline facies, usually landward of the principal shoreline at 30 m.  Facies units on cross 
sections include:

Qm4

Qm

Qlz4—mS biot--Bioturbated muddy sand.  Gray to orange mottled very fine to fine quartzose sand, 
with burrows, possible root traces and remnant tidal bedding.

Qlz3—sM biot--Bioturbated sandy mud.  Gray to orange mottled, hard, sandy quartzose mud, with
 burrows, possible root traces and remnant tidal bedding.

Qlz2---sM  l-- Lenticularly bedded mud.  Gray, to white or yellow, well-stratified mud with discrete sand and silt layers. Includes 
intervals that are lenticularly bedded, laminated and burrowed . (sM l, sM lam, sM b). Sands are quartzose with rare glauconite and 
phosphate. 

Qlz1—gS f--Flaser-bedded gravelly sand.  Well-stratified sand and gravel that is tidally-bedded.  Gravel fraction includes abundant 
mud intraclasts and minor quartz pebbles.  Sand fraction is quartzose with rare phosphate and glauconite.  Tidal bedding ranges from 
flaser to wavy bedded.  

Qb--Bacons Castle Formation (Early Pleistocene):  Tidally-bedded sands, muds, and intraclastic gravel that 
forms the surficial map unit of the upland flats at elevations generally above 32-36 m, west of the Surry Scarp.  

Qb1

Qb2

Qb3

Qb4

Qb

Early Pleistocene Upland Flats

Four, surficial, early Pleistocene units occur beneath upland, predominantly marine flats.  For the purpose of this deliverable, the unit names (Bacons Castle Forma-
tion, Moorings unit (informal) and Windsor Formation) from adjacent Virginia are utilized here.  The Lizzie Formation (proposed here for NC) correlates with the 
Charles City Formation of Virginia.  All four units are Early Pleistocene in age (Mixon et al., 1989), becoming successively younger in age towards the east.  They 
may be conformable as indicated by stratigraphic details observable in cores.  All four units include the same or similar, repeating facies.  This nomenclature should 
be considered draft only.

The Surry Scarp, or Surry paleoshoreline complex, trends north-south through the Walstonburg quadrangle; it occurs at about 30 m above mean sea level.  The 
shoreline is only 2-3 miles west of the Farmville quadrangle.  The Bacons Castle Formation is the principal surficial unit west of the Surry paleoshoreline complex.  
It underlies the Sunderland Terrace (surficially).  Coastal landforms preserved geomorphically along the Surry shoreline occur between elevations of 28 and 34 meters.  
The toe of the paleoshoreface is at about 28 m; the main highstand elevation is at about 30 m.  Other landforms and surficial stratigraphy indicate slightly higher sea 
levels (34-35 m) associated with the shoreline complex.   Two units are associated with the shoreline complex itself (28-34+ m):  the Windsor Formation and the Moor-
ings unit.  The Windsor Formation is similar in facies to the older Bacons Castle and the younger Lizzie Formations.  The Moorings unit, is locally associated with 
barrier island facies.  The Windsor outcrops surfically, east of the 30 m contour.  It is notched and overlain by the Lizzie Formation near the 26 m contour.   The sea 
level maximum associated with the transgression that formed the Surry paleoshoreline complex was likely at about 34 – 35 m, with a shoreline complex between 34 
and 28 m.  

East of the Surry Scarp is the Wicomico Terrace.  A second, geomorphically subtle, as of yet, unnamed scarp occurs east of the Surry Scarp at an elevation of about 
26 m.  This feature is also Early Pleistocene in age.  In Virginia, this marks the landward extent of the Windsor Formation.  Coastal landforms are also associated with 
this feature, occurring landward and seaward of this unnamed scarp at 26 m.  The area east of this unnamed scarp is mantled by the Lizzie Formation. 

Recurring Tidally-Bedded Facies in Early Pleistocene units near the Surry Scarp (Walstonburg Quadrangle) 

In the Walstonburg quadrangle, recurring facies occur in the four Early Pleistocene units, especially the Bacons Castle, Windsor and Lizzie Formations.  These are 
shown on the cross section.  These facies vary in color, ranging from oxidized reds, oranges and yellows to dark gray below the redox, to bleached out whites and pale 
yellows.  Reds tend to occur in local severely oxidized zones (very low water tables) in the higher units to the west.  Grays, whites and yellows, tend occur east in 
younger units.    Plant debris may be locally preserved, especially in gray sediment below the zone of oxidation.  Grays (below redox) and plant debris can occur 
anywhere (from east to west) where the geochemical environment is suitable for preservation.  Surficial units are bioturbated from the ground surface downward; 
primary sedimentary structures are dominated by tidal bedding and laminations.

sM biot--Bioturbated sandy mud.  Mostly gray to orange mottled, hard, sandy quartzose mud, with
 burrows, possible root traces and remnant tidal bedding.

sM  l-- Lenticularly bedded mud.  Well-stratified mud with discrete sand and silt layers, and locally with gravel-sized intraclasts layers. Includes intervals that are 
lenticularly bedded, laminated and burrowed . (sM l, sM lam, sM b). Sands are quartzose with rare glauconite and phosphate.  Easternmost units include the 
finest-grained, best sorted sand interlayers; sands are coarser in the older, more western units. Colors highly variable ranging from oxidized red, to dark gray to white.  
Locally unit may consist of wavy bedded sand and mud (S/M) with sand:mud fractions approximately equivalent.

gS f--Flaser-bedded gravelly sand.  Well-stratified sand and gravel that is tidally-bedded.  Gravel fraction includes abundant mud intraclasts and minor quartz pebbles.  
Sand fraction is quartzose with rare phosphate and glauconite.  Tidal bedding ranges from flaser to wavy bedding.  Older units are coarser-grained and more intraclas-
tic.  Younger units include finer-grained sands that behave thixotropically in association with drilling fluid.  Colors highly variable ranging from severely oxidized to 
reduced. Gravels include intraclasts, quartz pebbles, and plant fragments.

smP--Sandy to muddy peat.  Dark, brown to black, rarely preserved, compressed plant debris; may be associated with contact zones.  

Pleistocene  Valley Fill  Deposits

Qcc

Qch

Qmb1

Qmb2

Qmb—Meander Belts (Pleistocene).  Relict meander belts with some preserved ridge and swale topography.  During large flood events, swales 
and chute channels become reactivated.  Maybe partly buried by wetland flat deposits in low lying areas of meander belt., Meander belt channel 
deposits consist of upward-fining medium to coarse sands.  These are overlain by muddy and organic-rich sands of wetlands.

Qmb2—Meander Belt-2 (Middle to Late Pleistocene).  Upward fining fluvial sands and floodplain muds that underlie 10-12 m terraces.

Qmb1—Meander Belt-1 (Late Middle Pleistocene?).   Upward fining fluvial sands and floodplain muds that underlie 12-14 m terraces.

Qch—Chuckatuck Formation (Middle Pleistocene).  Upward fining-fluvial sand and floodplain muds that underlie 14-16 m terraces. Common 
facies include graded gravelly sand (gS gr) and bioturbated muddy sand (mS biot).   Includes several downstepping terraces with relict ridge and 
swale topography.

Qcc—Charles City Formation (Early Pleistocene).  Upward-fining estuarine sands and muds under 16-21 m terrace (gS gr-b, mS b, sM bio).  
Includes several downstepping terraces.  Upper terraces are flat, lower terraces include meandering channels.

Geologic Map Units
Holocene Valley Fill  Deposits

H wf--Wetland Flat (Holocene).   Wetland flat at base of incised valleys, commonly with anastomozed channel network activated during flood 
stage, and a single main channel during perionds of low flow.  Basal quartz sand fines up into organic-rich sand and mud. Deposits are typically less 
than 3 m thick. Wetland Flat is incised into adjacent deposits. Facies units on cross sections include:

                        P and M/S org:  Peat (P)  and organic-rich mud and sand.

                        S x-org:  Laminated to cross-bedded, organic-rich sand.

                        gS gr:  Graded gravelly sand.  

Hal—Alluvium (Holocene).  Variegated alluvium (S, gS, mS, sM, peat) that is a component of the active floodplain.  Includes wetland flats in side 
valleys, incised channels that ferret waters from upland pocosins to bottomflats, alluvial fan and feeder channels, colluvium, resedimented fan 
deposits.  Similar lithologically to wetland flat deposits, but possibly chaotically bedded locally.

Hbmb—Buried Meander Belts (Holocene).  Meander belt, upward-fining sands are partly buried by finer-grained and organic-rich flood deposits 
that obscure the relict ridge and swale topography.  These are likely components of the active flood plain.  Occur at upstream terminations of 
exposed Pleistocene and Holocene meander belts.

Hmb—Meander Belts (Holocene):  Active and recently active meander belt deposits that retain relict ridge and swale topography.  Associated 
with active channels.  Typically, upward-fining medium to coarse sands, less than 4 m thick.

QHc--Coluvium (Holocene to Pleistocene):  Active and abandoned alluvial fans, slump structures, gravity flows and other sediment flows; 
commonly occur at the upstream end of the valleys; grade down valley into sandy terrace deposits,which are also possibly slumped.

Hb--Barforms (Holocene):  Barforms in some situations are mappable.  

Hm--Manmade Features (Holocene):  Manmade features include dredge spoil, excavations, and ponds (lagoons).

Hwf

Hal

Hbmb

Hmb

QHc

QHb

Hm

P

S x

gSgr
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FY21 DELIVERABLE OF FARMVILLE NE QUADRANT, 7.5-MINUTE QUADRANGLE: CLARIFICATION

For the FY21 deliverable, NCGS proposed collecting 1200 ft of new core to fill in areas where little to no data existed in the Farmville area, or to assist with cor-
relation and edge matching problems with adjacent quadrangles, Fountain and Falkland.  A secondary FY21 deliverable was a revised Farmville NE quarter quad.  
A major FY21 deliverable included submission of GeMS compliant polygons and linework for Falkland 7.5-minute quadrangle, which is north of Farmville quad-
rangle.

For the FY22 deliverable, NCGS will deliver GeMS compliant linework and polygons for all four quarter quads in Farmville quadrangle.  Since the FY21 and 
FY22 Farmville projects overlap in time and space because of delays in start times and no-cost extensions, it became clear that working on revised map polygons 
and linework for a quarter quad, rather than the whole quad would create twice as much GIS work, some of which, would need to be repeated.  Our goal here is 
a GeMS compliant ‘whole’ Farmville quadrangle that is beautifully edgematched with Falkland quadrangle, delivery date of June 30, 2023.
As a consequence, NCGS opted to resubmit the previous map of Farmville North (Farrell and others, 2013).  Edgematching was reviewed for the Farmville/Falk-
land border against the GeMS compliant polygons and lines for Falkland, uploaded today.
  
The FY21deliverable for Farmville NE quadrant shows the following updates to the Farrell and others, 2013 deliverable of the same map.  the boundary of the 
northeast quadrant of Farmville quadrangle is added.  The linework and polygons remain the same as the 2013 version.  Added to the pdf, is tabled documentation 
of the 1422 ft of new core collected for the FY21 grant at 32 new corehole locations in Farmville, Falkland, and Fountain quadrangles.  Also shown is tabled com-
pilation of all cores in Farmville quadrangle.

REFERENCE:  Farrell, K.M., Crane, C.D, and Glass, J, 2013, Geologic Map of the Farmville 7.5-Minute Quadrangle, Northern Half.  North Carolina Geologi-
cal Survey Open File Report 2013-XX.

Location and Geologic Setting

The Coastal Plain (Fig. 1) a relict, Plio-Pleistocene landscape, consists of a series of progressively younger scarps, or paleoshorelines, and intervening terraces that step down in elevation and age towards the coast (Fig. 2) and into river basins (Fig. 
3). This is stairstep topography.  Seven river basins dissect the Coastal Plain so that its low-relief, flat, eastward-dipping marine terraces (ramps) are separated by incised valleys with terraced borders.  Over the past 5 Ma, glacioeustatic changes in 
sea level drove the transgressive-regressive (T-R) cycles that sculpted this landscape.  Fluvial, estuarine and marine deposits occur in the incised valleys.  The stratigraphy in valley fills differs significantly from the ramp settings (Farrell and others, 
2003).

Farmville and Walstonburg quads are located in Pitt and Greene Counties, in the CCPCUA (Figs. 1, 4).  The Surry Scarp, an Early Pleistocene paleoshoreline complex, trends north through the Walstonburg quad (Figs. 1, 4), and the Farmville quad 
is positioned immediately east of the paleoshoreline.  Regional-scale conceptual models (Mixon et al, 1989) and interpreted high resolution LiDAR elevation data predict that the Surry Scarp marks the approximate landward limit of Pleistocene depos-
its.  The paleoshoreline separates surficial Pliocene deposits (west) from early and middle Pleistocene units (east).  Incised valleys include younger deposits.  Prior to StateMap funding, stratigraphic data existed at the coreholes shown in Figure 4B. 
The nearest major outcrop is 13 miles to the north at a quarry in the Fountain quadrangle. 

Mixon et al.’s (1989) map of unconformity-bounded, stratigraphic units for Virginia’s Coastal Plain, provides a conceptual model for us to evaluate, test and confirm in NC, in both quads.   With few exceptions (e.g., Daniels et al., 1966, Oaks and 
Dubar, 1974) the surficial geology of  NC’s Coastal Plain is poorly known.   NCGS has work in progress to finalize stratigraphy in the Raleigh 100K sheet.   Pleistocene units east of the Suffolk Scarp are currently being defined (e.g.: Mallinson et 
al., 2010; Culver et al., 2008).  Drs. John Wehmiller and W. Burleigh Harris are working with NCGS to further understand existing Pliocene and Pleistocene units, defined from fossil assemblages back east (Wehmiller et al, 2010; Wehmiller et al., 
2011).  

Use of Expensive Non-Traditional Mapping Methods 

The NC Coastal Plain requires a non-traditional method, called three-dimensional (3D) subsurface mapping, to define and map surficial geologic units.  The region is notorious for its low relief, few outcrops, lack of defined units and type sections, 
recurring facies, and extensive wetlands cover, even on uplands.  Farmville quad (FY10) has one outcrop.   It is not cost- or scientifically effective to walk drainages (boots on the ground) to prove the lack of outcrops.  Because of this, Dr. Wayne 
Newell of the USGS proposed the concept of 3D subsurface mapping in the 1970s, to define surficial map units in areas with relict geomorphic features, but few outcrops.  This method, summarized by Newell and Dejong (2010) and Hughes (2010), 
was routinely applied by the USGS to produce maps for COGEOMAP.  Mapping by Weems et al. (2008) of the surficial geology of the Roanoke Rapids 30' x 60' quadrangle did not use this method and significant errors have been identified. The 
current study uses Newell’s methods (personal communications).

Subsurface analysis is expensive (e.g. core costs > $15/ft), but 3D subsurface mapping is used to reduce the data density and the cost of subsurface confirmation. It combines landscape analysis with targeted subsurface analyses along key transects.  
Data is not collected on a grid; subsurface analysis is conducted along the transects.  Maps of interpreted landforms (from high-resolution LiDAR) provide bases for choosing cross section lines.  The goal is to characterize the stratigraphy beneath 
each landform type along profiles, using a variety of subsurface exploration methods.  In this manner relationships between landforms and underlying stratigraphy are established at key localities, allostratigraphic units can be defined, and type sections 
can be described with high quality data.  The high quality data from cores permits concepts in sequence stratigraphy to be applied in solving mapping problems.  New surficial geologic units may be regionally extrapolated using landform analysis, 
to broad areas that lack data. 

Science Discussion  

The main scientific issue in the study area is determining the dimensional relationships between Pliocene and Early Pleistocene stratigraphic units and the Surry paleoshoreline complex.  Facies and bounding surfaces are observable in cores and our 
approach is to map these in order to define the formations.  Surficial formations correlated into the area from the Virginia Coastal Plain include the Pliocene to Early Pleistocene Bacons Castle Formation (west of Surry scarp), the Moorings Unit (in 
vicinity of Surry Scarp) and the Windsor Formation (east of scarp).  The Bacons Castle and Windsor Formation equivalents in NC are widespread units that underlie upland flats.  We propose the Lizzie Formation as the North Carolina equivalent of 
the Windsor Formation.  The Moorings unit is associated with a relict barrier island complex.  These units are underlain by thin fossiliferous units that likely correlate with the Yorktown, Chowan River and James City Formations.  

Younger surficial units encountered in the map area are incised valley fills that range in age from Early Pleistocene to Holocene.  These are grouped similarly to valley-fill packages in Virginia.  The high-resolution LiDAR data for NC shows a much 
more complex valley fill system with terraces that are difficult to classify with respect to age.  Here we utilize the terms Charles City and Chuckatuck Formations for our oldest valley fill map units.  These each include a group of terraces that step 
down in elevation.  They are presumably early to middle Pleistocene (respectively) in age.  We do not at the present time use the term Shirley Formation for a band of Pleistocene meander belts at about 12-14 m (~ 36-42 ft).  Valley fill deposits that 
postdate the Chuckatuck, are divided into two meander belt groups (Qmb1 and Qmb2).  The valley fill deposits usually do not include fossils; relative dating methods (stratigraphic position and logic) are usually employed to date these.  New dating 
methods (OSL) have much promise.

Ultimately the question is: What is the sequence stratigraphic framework of Plio-Pleistocene strata in and around the Surry paleoshoreline complex?  How are the surficial map units related to T-R cycles, global coastal onlap cycles, systems tracts, 
relict geomorphic features, and paleoclimate change?  Can porosity and permeability distribution be predicted using systems tract analysis and remote sensing (LiDAR) methods to map the Coastal Plain?  How do we date Plio-Pleistocene deposits, 
and are Amino-Acid Racemization (AAR) ages from mollusks (Wehmiller and others, 2010) accurately calibrated with Sr87/Sr86 ages?  

Specifically, the surf clam, Mulinia congesta, is common in shelf mud facies that are intercepted in cores east of the Surry paleoshoreline in the Farmville quad.  This fossil is important because collaborators John F. Wehmiller (University of Delaware) 
and W. Burleigh Harris (UNC-Wilmington) are using it to calibrate relative AAR ages with absolute Sr isotope ages (Wehmiller et al, 2011).  M. congesta were first collected from shallow cores at the Lizzie Research Station in the Farmville Quad 
and from the quarry at Fountain, NC.  FY10 and FY11 mapping using geoprobe cores continued tracing the shelf muds with M. congesta westward towards the Surry Scarp.   Samples were also obtained from cores along the souther boundary of Farm-
ville quad.  The question remains:  Is it possible to map the M. congesta facies observed in the Farmville quad westward to the landward side of the Surry paleoshoreline  in the Walstonburg quad?  The map extent of this unit, especially if it is proven 
to be Early Pleistocene may help define the landward most limit of the transgression associated with the formation of the Surry Scarp.  It is possible that the Surry paleoshoreline does not mark the Early Pleistocene highstand, but rather marks the 
change from normal to forced regression. 

Strategy for Investigation

We used the non-traditional, 3D subsurface mapping method, developed by the USGS for COGEOMAP (see above), to define and map allostratigraphic units.  A map of landforms was interpreted from high resolution Light Detecting and Ranging 
(LiDAR) elevation data .  The NC Floodplain Mapping Program is the source for the LiDAR elevation data (http://www.ncfloodmaps.com/). This website provides data as 10,000 x 10,000-foot ASCII floating point raster grids, with a maximum 
spatial resolution of 6.09m (20-feet).  Key transects were chosen for subsurface analysis.  Continuous geoprobe cores were acquired to develop or supplement cross sections.  Depths on new coreholes (continuous geoprobe samples) ranged from  
from 12 to 56 ft.  Cores were photographed and logged using Farrell et als’ (2012) methodology for classifying and logging clastic sediment.  Allostratigraphic units were defined and extrapolated across extent of landform; the stratigraphic model 
was confirmed at several sites.  Mulinia congesta shells were collected for age dating (Amino Acid Racemization ages will be acquired (Wehmiller et al, 2010) and confirmed with Sr87/Sr86 ages.  

 
 
The diagram below (Fig. 5) shows the relationship between surface elevation and the various 
formations defined in the Coastal Plain Map of Virginia (Mixon et al., 1989).  For this map, the 
terms Charles City and Chuckatuck Formations are utilized, but the Windsor Formation is 
defined locally as the the Lizzie Formation. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.  Chart showing relative ages and map units for Virginia’s Coastal Plain Map (Mixon et al., 1989). This 
diagram does not incorporate revisions to the Pleistocene proposed by Gibbard et al. (2010). 
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Figure 4.  A.  Data distribution in Farmville and Walstonburg Quadrangles on a LiDAR base. 
 B. Recent and proposed STATEMAP deliverables.

Figure 2.  Coastwise terraces and scarps on North Carolina Coastal Plain.

Figure 3. Stairstep topography bordering river basins and terminology.
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Figure 1.  Geologic Setting of the Coastal Plain. A) Map of subcrop formations from NCGS, 1985.  B.  Geomorphology
 of the Coastal Plain derived from LiDAR-based elevation model.


